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Abstract—Social trading platforms provide a forum for investors to share their analysis and opinions. Posts on these
platforms are characterized by narrative styles which are much
different from posts on general social platforms, for instance
tweets. As a result, recommendation systems for social trading
platforms should leverage tailor-made latent features. This paper
presents a representation for these latent features in both textual
data and market information. A real-world dataset is adopted to
conduct experiments involving a novel task called next cashtag
prediction. We propose a joint learning model with an attentive
capsule network. Experimental results show positive results with
the proposed methods and the corresponding auxiliary tasks.
Index Terms—interest prediction, social trading, joint learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Providing attractive information for potential audiences is an
important topic; application scenarios appear in e-commerce
and online advertising. In this work, we aim to leverage textual
data in social trading platforms to understand user interests,
and propose a novel joint learning model to infer audience
preferences with auxiliary tasks.
A social trading platform provides a forum for investors
to share their analysis results of financial instruments such
as stocks and foreign exchange. Investors use cashtags, tags
which start with the $ sign, to mark the mentioned financial
instruments. For example, $AAPL stands for the stock of
Apple Inc., and $USDJPY stands for the exchange rate of
US Dollar and Japanese Yen. Given the current trend of financial technology (FinTech), more and more natural language
processing researchers are focusing their attention on financial
social media [1]–[3]. However, most previous work focuses on
mining opinions from social trading platforms. In this paper,
we propose personalized next cashtag prediction, a novel task
for social trading platform users. We formulate this task in
detail in Section III.
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Fig. 1. Financial tweets in financial social media

Fig. 1 shows examples of financial tweets in financial social
media. It is intuitive to recommend information on $AAPL to
an investor who mentions $AAPL. However, only recommending the mentioned cashtag to users is not sufficient. According
to our dataset statistics, within five days of a given day,
80.22% of users mention at least one cashtag that they did not
mention in the previous week. This indicates the importance of
exploration in the proposed task. For the investor who posted
the second financial tweet in Fig. 1, instead of information on
$TVIX, it would be better to recommend stocks whose prices
have fallen to a 52-week low. This example shows the investor
providing the focus—a 52-week low—of their financial tweets.
For the investor who posted the third financial tweet in Fig. 1,
the price chart of the mentioned cashtag could be a hint that
reveals the interest of the investor. Along this line, this paper
explores both textual information and price information to
represent the latent features of target cashtags for the task
of predicting the cashtag that could next interest investors.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recommendation systems have been widely discussed in
the last decade. Several overview papers [4]–[7] analyze
the development of recommendation systems from different
aspects. In particular, Camacho et al. [7] review papers related

Fig. 2. Task design

to the cold-start problem from 2011 to 2017. Li et al. [8]
propose a behavior-intensive neural network for next-item
recommendation, and show that considering both preference
and session behavior of users is useful for cold-start cases.
Halder et al. [9] regard recommendation as a multi-label
classification problem, and use bi-directional gated recurrent
units (GRU) to take into account recommending never-seenbefore items. Inspired by previous work, we use textual data
to represent the preferences of the target investor and the
dynamic representation of the target cashtags. The proposed
neural network architecture also considers the recommendation
task as a multi-label classification task.
Joint learning models have been successful in several machine learning tasks [10]. One recent highlight is the BERT
model [11], which learns sentence embeddings via two auxiliary tasks and achieves state-of-the-art performance on the
GLUE benchmark [12]. In this paper, we adopt BERT pretrained embeddings and propose a joint learning model with
two tailor-made auxiliary tasks. Section IV presents the details
of the proposed ACN model.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We propose a next cashtag prediction task for social trading
platforms. In this task, we attempt to predict the next cashtag
given personal preference information. Fig. 2 illustrates the
possible three cases in the proposed task. Cases u1 , u2 , and
u3 are considered cold-start cases because few historical data
of the user are available. In this paper, we focus on cases such
as u2 , who posts at time t and also posts in the time window
between t + 1 and t + T . That is, only one day (time t) of
historical data of the user is used in our setting. We use the
post(s) of useri at time t to represent his or her preferences.
With the help of this information, we predict the cashtags that
useri will mention within next T days. T is set to 5.
IV. M ETHODS
A. Information Representation
In our models, we use both textual information and price
information to represent user interests, the analysis results of
the users in Stocktwits, and the market information of the
candidate cashtags.

1) Textual Information: To represent word information, we
use the pre-trained uncased BERT-large model [11] to extract
the embeddings for the masked word. We mask the target word
and extract the last 1024-dimension layer output as the word
embedding. To represent a financial tweet, we average each
dimension of the word embeddings of the financial tweets.
As shown in Fig. 1, users of Stocktwits describe interest
patterns or signals in their posts. Along this line, we convert
the interests of useri into a vector by averaging each dimension of the posts from the user at time t. This embedding is
used to represent his or her interests and preferences.
To represent the candidate cashtag information, we sort the
financial tweets at time t related to cashtagj , and also average
each dimension of the financial tweets. This embedding is
used to represent the analysis results and the view of users
toward cashtagj . Finally, we use a matrix to represent the
latent features of candidate cashtags from a textual aspect.
2) Price Information: As shown in Fig. 1, price information
provides the clues for cashtags, and can be linked to the textual
information. Previous work [13], [14] shows that market data
such as price and volume provide useful information for tasks
concerning financial data. Along this line, we concatenate the
normalized open, high, low, close, and volume data from t−w
to t to represent the market information of the cashtag. A
tensor with the market information vectors of the candidate
cashtags is used to represent the market information of the
past w days. In this paper, w is set to 30.
B. The Joint Learning Model
We propose two auxiliary tasks for co-training with next
cashtag prediction, the major task. These two auxiliary tasks
are used to imitate the intention of investors:
• Hottest cashtag prediction (Ahot ): Predict which cashtag has the highest growth rate of mentions within the
following T days.
• Most profitable cashtag prediction (Aprofit ): Predict
which cashtag has the highest return within the following
T days.
1) Attentive Capsule Network: To complete the proposed
task, we develop the ACN model to learn the language model
of analysis vectors and the pattern of the chart vectors.
The ACN architecture is composed of four major layers:
an attention layer, a convolutional neural network (CNN),
CaspNet [15], and a BiGRU (bi-directional gated recurrent
unit) layer. The attention layer is used for weighting important
latent features in input embeddings, the subsequent CNN
layer and CapsNet are used to shrink the feature matrix,
and the BiGRU layer captures feature information from both
directions.
2) Joint Learning Processing: We concatenate the two
outputs from ACN with the interest vector of user i to share the
cashtag information and the target user preferences. We use a
fully connected layer as the last layer of the model, and output
the prediction results for the three tasks. We use the same loss
function as in previous work [16]. To avoid overfitting, early
stop is triggered with a patience setting of 10 epochs.

TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ABLATION ANALYSIS

Model
Joint ACN
-Attention
-CapsNet
-Ahot
-Aprofit

hit@2
69.03%
67.30%
66.90%
68.96%
68.74%

hit@3
74.01%
71.95%
72.05%
73.78%
73.60%

hithit@5
80.33%
78.04%
78.87%
80.24%
79.89%

Precision@2
45.50%
43.44%
43.62%
45.42%
45.19%

Precision@3
38.23%
36.40%
36.70%
38.12%
38.01%

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset Construction
We use data collected from Stocktwits, a widely used social
trading platform. We collected the data from 288,400 users
over 244 days, from May 27, 2018 to Feb 23, 2019. A total
of 1,036,365 financial tweets were collected. In this paper, we
focus on cases such as as u2 in Fig. 2, and use all component
stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index (DJI) as the
candidate cashtags for prediction. We separate the data into
the training and test sets by Jan 3, 2019.
B. Experimental Results
For evaluation, we used hit@k, Precision@k, and Recall@k
as the evaluation metrics. Table I shows the experimental
results. Joint ACN is the full proposed model and yields the
best overall performance. We conducted an ablation analysis to
show the contribution of the attention layer and the CapsNet
in the proposed task. The full model outperforms the other
models under hit@k evaluation metrics. The results show
the effectiveness of the proposed architecture. We conducted
another ablation analysis to verify the contribution of each
auxiliary task. Although the performance of the Joint ACN
model and the model without Ahot are similar, the proportions
of errors with hit@k evaluation is significantly different on our
test set: 21,538 instances under McNemar’s test with p < 0.05
when k ∈ {2, 3}. This shows that the performance can be
improved via the proposed auxiliary tasks.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present preliminary results for the next
cashtag prediction task in the cold-start case. Experimental
results show the effectiveness of the proposed ACN model
and the usefulness of the corresponding auxiliary tasks. In
addition to recommending interesting information for users,
the proposed task can be extended to user grouping, dynamic
interest prediction, and market information prediction such as
price movement prediction and market volatility prediction.
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Precision@5
30.91%
29.35%
30.03%
30.96%
30.84%

Recall@2
35.70%
33.71%
33.59%
35.71%
35.49%

Recall@3
41.44%
39.03%
39.09%
41.17%
41.06%

Recall@5
50.13%
47.19%
48.07%
50.02%
49.74%
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